DETERMINING A FAIR PRICE FOR A WORK OF ART
Knowledgeable art dealers understand how both subjective and objective criterion influence the fair market
value for an item. The subjective quality of an item is its inherent beauty - how strongly it “speaks to us”. It is up
to each individual to draw his or her own conclusions regarding subjective criterion. Objective criterion include
the importance of the artist or maker, the desirability of the subject matter, plus form, size, condition, history,
and both past and current prices achieved for the artist’s work. Price data includes both public auction records
as well as private sales data, which is much more difficult to attain. When subjective and objective criteria are
properly weighed, the current fair market value for an artist’s work can be accurately assessed.
Pricing fine art is not an exact science. A knowledgeable and reputable firm should be willing to walk you
through the assessment process, and provide detailed supporting data in order to help you understand and feel
comfortable with a pricing evaluation of your family heirlooms.
Although it is not possible to determine the exact proportion each of these factors has on an artwork’s current
price, here are brief descriptions of the pricing equation:
ARTIST – An artist’s importance and rarity is a major determining factor in value. Many well known artists have
fewer works available simply because they are so popular most of their works already reside in museum or strong
private collections and are unlikely to appear in the market again. Artists also vary wildly in terms of how
quickly they produce work. Picasso produced some 90,000 works during his long life. By contrast, American artist Isabel Bishop produced fewer than 200 canvases during her similarly long life. Some artists die young, and
others choose to destroy some of their works prior to their death, as was the case with Frederic Remington.

Principals Jay Caldwell & J0e Caldwell
When you contact The Caldwell Gallery, you reach the owners.
Our firm
A passion for looking at and learning about fine art sparked our choice of
profession. As private art dealers, we mesh this enthusiasm with wide-ranging art market capabilities honed by nearly seventy years of combined experience. If you have art related questions, needs, or goals we would be pleased
to guide you in any way we can.
Selling Family Heirlooms at a fair price
We’re often asked how we can compete with large galleries and major auction houses. As a small family-owned firm, our overhead is modest compared to our competitors. In order to service sizeable overhead structures,
large galleries need to buy low – and the auction houses need to charge
high fees to sellers. We can usually pay more for outright purchases, and
charge smaller commissions than our competitors for consignment sales.
With The Caldwell Gallery, clients receive personalized attention backed by
our firm’s expertise and reputation for fair and open dealings.
Our “Best offer” buying policy
As well funded principals, we are willing to pay exceptional prices for quality artworks. If you are soliciting offers from other firms, add 10% to the
highest offer you receive and give us a call. We’ll have an immediate yes or
no answer for you. You risk nothing, while the reward can be substantial.
Please contact us for more details.
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SUBJECT MATTER – Obviously, subject matter with broad appeal translates to more demand for an artist’s work.
When collectors buy art, one thing they think about is a work’s “liveability”. There are genres of painting which
appeal to a wider audience and can affect value. Some examples of undesireable subjects include ships in distress,
rear views of animals, dead or dying subjects, and figures portrayed with awkward facial expressions. These are
general observations, and by no means are they etched in stone.
HISTORY & PROVENANCE – A work’s history of ownership and record of where the artwork has been since it was
created is important. This would includes who has owned the artwork, as well as any museum or gallery exhibitions and catalogues the piece has been featured in. The best provenance allows you to trace where the artwork
has been from its creation to the present day. For many artists there is a published or in-process catalogue
raisonne, which is an official recording of all known works by an artist. Works by these artist’s that are not
recorded usually need to be submitted to the sponsoring body of the catalogue for inclusion.
CONDITION – In general, artworks in pristing original condition have a higher value than works that have been
damaged or improperly restored. It is important to note that restoration techniques have changed considerably
over the last thirty years. Depending on the age of a work, and where it has been displayed, art usually needs
periodic cleaning. This should only be performed by an experienced, reputable professional. The Caldwell Gallery
is able to act as consultant and liaison for our client’s art conservation needs.
SIZE – In general, all else being equal, a larger work of the same subject and quality by artist “x” will be worth
more than a smaller work. Exceptions include certain artists known for painting small, jewel-like works whose
larger scale pieces lose this detail and quality. In addition, some paintings may be physically too large to hang in
today’s average home, which limits their sales potential to institutions or grandly scaled homes.
INTANGIBLES – Artist are human, and they have good days and bad days. When an artist has an exceptional day,
the resulting work can be magical. Conversely, even greatest artists can have bad days where the resulting work
is uninspired or insipid. An experienced and well-trained eye can discern what’s poor, good, or great.
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